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ABSTRACT

This report surveys recent research and applications of Expert Systems in
the military training and simulation community. The report reviews twenty one recent papers covering this subject. Each paper reviewed has been
assigned a class which establishes the phase of development of the system or
activities described. For each paper the abstract is given, followed by
comments which summarize in more detail significant parameters of the
activities reported. This is then followed by a listing of the specific Expert
System "areas of interest" described in the paper.
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INTRODUCTION
Expert Systems are one category in the developing field of knowledge
classified as Artificial Intelligence. Expert Systems may be defined as
computer programs that incorporate human expertise, where the expertise
is represented in a structure, or knowledge base, that permits a user to
obtain advice, decisions, or instructions based on the information contained
in the knowledge base. Expert Systems differ from other computer
applications in that not only do they have factual data stored which may be
accessed and manipulated, but that they also have procedural rules or
heuristics stored which are used to manipulate the data and reach
conclusions.
Expert Systems have been used in diverse disciplines such as
medicine, geology, biology, and genetics. The class of Expert Systems known
as Intelligent Tutoring Systems may be used for training and tutoring
individuals in their field of expertise.
The military training and simulation community has been active in
the research, development, and employment of Expert Systems, due in part to
the special nature of the military personnel environment. This is
characterized by trainees who may lack required basic skills and the
assignment of individuals to positions for limited time periods.
This report is a survey of recent research and applications of Expert
Systems in military training and simulation. A total of twenty one papers
have been reviewed and analyzed. Each paper has been analyzed to
determine the "class" of the activity reported. Class refers to a stage in the
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process of producing an actual system from concept analysis through the
fielding of equipment for operational use. The abstract of the paper is given,
followed by comments which summarize in more detail significant phases of
the activities reported. This is then followed by a listing of the specific
Expert System "areas of interest" de scribed in the paper. Where applicable,
the areas of interest have been annotated to further summarize the contents
of the paper.

ARTICLE REVIEWS

TITLE:

Reflections on Using Knowledge Based Systems for Military
Simulation

AUTHOR:

Kornell, Jim

PUBLICATION: Simulation, April, 1987: 144-48.
CLASS:

Deployed System

ABSTRACT:
This paper describes some of the work of the General Research
Corporation m

applying knowledge based systems technology to military

simulation. Two large simulati ons, TAC ASSESSOR and ADM/MTM, are
described. In addition, TIMM®, an internally funded Knowledge Based System
development tool built to ai d the simulation work, is discussed. Particular
emphasis is placed on lessons from the work which might be of use to others
similarly

engaged.

NUMBER OF REFERENCES:

10

AUTHOR'S ORGANIZATION:

General Research Corporation, P.O. Box 6770,
Santa Barbara, California 93106-6770

COMMENTS:
Th e simulations discussed are war-gaming simulations used for
training command officers in tactical decision making. These are large
systems: there are two thousand rules and fifteen knowledge bases in the TAC
ASSESSOR knowledge base, and a typical simulation "run" takes sixty to
ninety minutes. The TAC ASSESSOR system was the first large military
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simulation to

systematically incorporate knowledge based system

technology.
The experience gained during the TAC ASSESSOR program indicated
the need for a tool to aid in developing knowledge bases for integration with
simulations. This resulted in the development of TIMM, which reduces the
user's need for knowledge engineering assistance. TIMM was used in the
development of the Automated Decision Model (ADM) installed in the
McClintic Theater Model (MT M) of the U.S. Army Concepts Analysis Agency.
In the MTM players representi ng opposing sides enter commands at separate
computer consoles to control the movement and deployment of their forces.
The ADM can replace a human player.
This pape r provides signifi cant guidelines derived from the
experience gained as a result of developing these two simulation systems
which would be of value to others engaged in future activities in this area.
AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
SIMULATION
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Application of Expert System Technology to Aid

TITLE:

Controller/Role Players in a High Realism Training
Environment
AUTHOR:

Pasewark, Gary J.

PUBLICATION: Proceed in gs

of the

Ninth

Interservice/Industry Training

Equipment Conference in Washington. D.C .• November 30 December 2. 1987. by the American Defense Preparedness
Association. Washington, D.C.: American Defense
Preparedness Association, 1988, 175-78.
Prototype

CLASS:

System

ABSTRACT:

Many current command and control training devices use a role player
concept. In this concept the target students interact with the device through
personnel who play the role of superior, adjacent, and subordinate groups.
The role players receive information from the training device and
communicate it to the student staff as they would in real life. The
creditability of the information flow to the student staff is as dependent on
the role players as it is on the fidelity of the device. Problems arise from
excessive role player workload, role player gamesmanship and the use of
personnel with minimal training as role players. These problems increase as
the complexity of the training requirements increase.
The solution to these problems -is to provide the controller/role
players with aids to ease their workload and allow them to concentrate more
fully on responsibilities that their roles require. One such aid is the
application of expert systems technology.
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NUMBEROFREFERENCES:

1

AUTHOR'S ORGANIZATION:

The Singer Company
Link Simulation Systems Division

COMMENTS:
In this type of training device, the role players interact with the
simulation, issuing orders and receiving feedback of the events and results
of actions. They communicate events to the student staff using the unit's
standard operating procedures (SOP). An Expert System has been developed
in which the simulated unit's tactics and situational responses are coded as
rules in the knowledge base. The Expert System's inference engine compares
the battle situation with the knowledge base to generate commands for the
unit. Thus, the role player is able to concentrate on the tasks of
communication and high level decision making, while the low level actions
and responses are carried out automatically. The role player is provided with
the capability to override the actions taken by the expert system if
appropriate.
The role player aid was implemented on an Intelligence and
Electronic Warfare model, in which the activities of electronic warfare
assets are simulated. The Expert System controlled the actions of subordinate
units to intercept, identify, and locate electronic warfare targets. The
controller/role player monitored the subordinate units and would report to,
and coordinate with the division staff being exercised. It was determined that
the system alleviated excessive role player workload and reduced the total
number of role players required.
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AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE BASE:

Military unit's tactics and standard operating
procedures.

SOFTWARE:

Capabilities needed for the application dictated
the development of a custom expert system
shell.

SIMULATION:

Activities of ground based electronic
warfare

assets.
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Knowledge-Based Simulation: An Approach to Intelligent

TITLE:

Opponent Modeling for Training Tactical Decision Making
AUTHORS:

Madni, Azad M.,

PUBLICATION: Proceedings

Chu, Yee-Yeen, and

of the

Ninth

Ahlers, Robert.

Interservice/Industry

Training

Equipment Conference in Washington. D.C .• November 30 December 2. 1987. by the American Defense Preparedness
Association. Washington, D.C.: American Defense
Preparedness Association, 1988, 179-83.
Research

CLASS:

and

Development

ABSTRACT:
Modern weapon systems have greatly expanded the range of options
that can be exercised by trained tactical decision makers. However, tactical
training environments today are unable to create the different opponent
behaviors necessary to challenge the decision making skills of tactical
commanders. Since the use of human opponents is clearly not cost-effective,
this training requirement falls

under the purview of computer-based

simulation. This paper presents a knowledge-based simulation approach for
tactical adversary modeling along with an interactive user interface that
allows non-programmers to modify simulation models on-line. A laboratory
application that addresses a set of training objectives appropriate for surface
warfare office training is also included.

The suggested approach is directly

applicable

simulation

to . meeting

current

training

requirements

generated

by the surface Navy. Both the simulation approach and the software
implementation are upward-compatible with the modeling of coordinated
adversaries

and

supporting team members.
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NUMBEROFREFERENCES:

20

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATIONS: Perceptronics,

Inc.

Naval Training Systems Center
COMMENTS:
This paper describes an intelligent opponent model that responds to a
trainee's actions in response to training goals and inferred trainee
deficiencies. The opponent model consists of both domain-dependent
knowledge and general problem-solving heuristics, allowing it to initiate
and control tactics, maneuvers, and system operations.
The system design is based on a blackboard model problem solving
architecture. Several different knowledge systems are used to represent the
knowledge of the tactical opponent. These are partitioned into classes that
encompass

situation

assessment,

objective formulation, tactics planning and

tactics execution. The opponent's tactical knowledge is represented using
Modified Petri Nets, and the declarative knowledge in the opponent
simulation is
multiple

represented using a Frame Representation Language featuring

inheritance

paths

between

frames.

The training system is to include a graphical interface providing the
instructor the capability to modify the adversary's tactical rule base both to
respond to changes in his tactics and to support training objectives. This
interface uses multiple windows and a mouse to allow the instructor to
browse

through knowledge bases.
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AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE BASE:

Naval surface warfare tactics .

SOFIWARE:

AGE - Heuristic Control System,
Stanford

HARDWARE:

University

Symbolics 3670.
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TITLE:

The Training of Experts for High-Tech Work Environments

AUTHOR:

Gott, Sherrie P., and Pokorny, Robert.

PUBLICATION: Proceedings

of the

Ninth Interservice/Industry Training

Equipment Conference in Washington. D.C .• November 30 December 2. 1987. by the American Defense Preparedness
Association. Washington, D.C.: American Defense
Preparedness Association, 1988, 184-90.
Research

CLASS:

and

Development

ABSTRACT:
When a training program fails to markedly influence the
development of high-tech complex skills (such as electronic trouble
shooting), the failure can generally be traced to two sources. First, failure
occurs when training is not based on clear and explicit models of the desired
expertise. For problem solving expertise, specifications of the expert's
internal strategic processes for handling complex problems and the
particular forms of knowledge and skill that support the strategies are
especially critical. Secondly, failure occurs because the training of · complex
mental skills often fails to consider the conditions that are needed for the
development of cognitive expertise, though similar conditions for the
development of advanced physical skills are well known. They include
extensive, constructive practice sessions where "the game is played" (i.e.,
authentic problems are solved) under realistic conditions. For such practice
to be constructive, the trainee needs commentary and guidance from a coach
who, among other things, can model the desired (problem solving)
performance and carefully sequence problems according to the trainee's
progress, while at the same time providing external support in the form of
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problem solving hints and in structional information. This set of conditions
requires the learner to adopt an ac tive role in skill development and situates
learning and extended practice in the context of real world problems. This
instructional approach is in contrast to the traditional, more passive skill
training where the instruction amounts to telling students about a domain
such as electronics rather th an providing learning experiences for doing
electronic

problem

solving .

A large research and development program is underway in the Air
Force to train technicians in a manner that seeks to avoid these pitfalls. The
Air Force Basic Jobs Skills (BJS ) Research Program is examining the
performance of technica l experts in dozens of occupations to establish
models of expertise as ta rgets for training. Advances is knowledge
engineering procedures such as tho se used in developing expert systems are
being applied to specify in great detail the expert's strategies and supporting
skill and knowledge bas es . Of particular interest are dimensions of expert
performance that cut across Air Force jobs and can thus be characterized as
bas i c to expertise in complex work environments. In some sense these
common dimensions can be viewed as modem day basic skills or the skills
needed fo r a technologically advanced world. In addition, applications of
art ifi cial intell igence to instruction in the form of intelligent tutoring
systems are being utilized to create the desired conditions for active,
problem -oriented learning. In this paper, work done with over 15 experts in
four related electronic and computer maintenance jobs will be highlighted
to illustrate the "engineering" of expert knowledge. Also, a successful
training study conducted with apprentice electronic technicians will be
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reported. In this study, the standard obstacles m complex skill training were
satisfactorily

overcome .

NUMBER OF REFERENCES:

3

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATION:

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory,
Manpower and Personnel

Division

Brooks Air Force Base, Brooks, TX 78235-5601
COMMENTS:
The main interest of this paper is knowledge acquisition for
electronic trouble shooting and maintenance , using the technique of P ARI
(Precursor [ to

Action] -A c ti on -R esul t-lnterpretation)

structures.

This

technique has previously been used in knowledge acquisition for medical
diagnosis. Using this techni que, the authors state that "a primary source of
failure in complex skills training programs, namely deficient models of the
targeted expertise, has been attacked analytically in [this] research effort"
(p. 188) .

The results of the P ARI analysis is structured in a "cognitive skills
architecture"

wh ich

has

Sys tem

Knowledge

Kno wledge
Strategic

three

components:

of Procedures/Operation
Knowledge

An analysis of the technique was made by conducting a "human tutor
training study . . . . . based on the same instructional input and principles
that underpin the avionics intelligent tutoring system" (p.

189). This human

simulation of the proposed expert system showed "statistically significant
improvements" in the performance of the tutored technicians.
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AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
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TITLE:

Constructing an Intelligent Tutor Using an Existing Expert
System (Pilot's Associate)

AUTHORS:

Hawkins, Ruth M., Ensey, Robert W., and KemmerRichardson,

PUBLICATION: Proceedings

Sue
of the

Ninth

Interservice/Industry

Training

Equipment Conference in Washington, D.C., November 30 December 2, 1987, by the American Defense Preparedness
Association. Washington, D.C.: American Defense
Preparedness Association, 1988, 212-19.
Tutorial

CLASS:
ABSTRACT:

Military research organizations (e.g., HRL, DARPA, ARI) have been
funding efforts to design and build expert systems to aid in the maintenance
and operation of weapon systems. As the technology matures and these
expert systems become more practical, it may in some instances be possible
to use an existing expert system knowledge base as the expert module in an
intelligent tutor/coach. The authors begin by providing a brief introduction
to Expert Systems (ES) and Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS), including a
discussion of the advantages derived from using an existing ES as the basis
for an ITS expert module. They go on to discuss the degree of cognitive
fidelity that exists in the expert system as a factor to consider when
designing the ITS. Finally, they describe a specific example where this
approach may be feasible--the Pilot's Associate.
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NUMBEROFREFERENCES:

16

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATION:

Douglas Aircraft Company
Training Systems and Services
Computer-Based Training Systems
Aurora, Colorado

COMMENTS:
This paper discusses the general problems of adapting existing Expert
Systems to serve as Intelligent Tutors. The authors emphasize that such
adaptation would significantly reduce Intelligent Tutor System costs through
the utilization of the existing knowledge base. Expert Systems are classified
by the authors on a continuum from a "black box" model, where only inputs
and outputs are known, to a "cognitive model," where access is available to
the reasoning process used in arriving at solutions from problems.
Various methodologies are discussed, including:
•

Black box models with Reactive Tutors attached, such as SOPHIE.
Black box models with Issue-Based Recognizers attached, such as

WEST.
•

Glass box models such as SCHOLAR. (A Glass Box model has
knowledge that is accessible, but does not contain the depth of
knowledge required to explain the domain to a student).

•

Cognitive models, where NEOMYCIN is used as the main example.

The Pilot's Associate, based on expert system technology, is to serve as
a "phantom crew" for the pilot. The authors provide effective arguments for
using the Pilot's Associate Expert System as a base for an Intelligent Tutoring
System.
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AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE BASE:
TUTORMODEL
STUDENT MODEL

Pilot's Associate
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TITLE:

AI in Maintenance Training - Some Tangible Results

AUTHORS:

Sykes, David J., and Keskey, L.C.

PUBLICATION: Proceedings

of the

Ninth

Interservice/Industry

Training

Equipment Conference in Washington. D.C .• November 30 December 2. 1987, by the American Defense Preparedness
Association. Washington, D.C.: American Defense
Preparedness Association, 1988, 220-225.
Prototype

CLASS:

System

ABSTRACT:
This paper describes the implementation of an AI system that can
perform the dual role of Job Performance Aid (JPA) and Intelligent Tutor
(IT) for use in On-the-Job-training (OJT). It is well known that the best
human experts possess a mental model of internal equipment operation, and
a good trainer will teach this conceptual knowledge as well as the usual
diagnostic skills. The Intelligent Tutor portion is aimed at building this
mental model through interaction with a simulation of the equipment. The
student interface employs high resolution graphics and a mouse. The
simulation is a qualitative causal model which is much simpler than a full
mathematical model yet retains all the important distinctions between
system states . The Job Performance Aid is an Expert System (ES) which is
automatically derived from the qualitative simulation model. This is
accomplished by using the model to predict the behavior of the equipment
and the propagation of effects under all conceivable conditions. The ES rules
are then induced from the fault symptom pattern produced by exercising the
model. By taking this approach, the ES provides "deep reasoning" as opposed
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to the "shallow reasoning" often found in an ES based solely on externally
observable

features.

NUMBEROFREFERENCES:

9

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATION:

Honeywell

Inc.

Training and Control Systems Division

1200 East San Bernadina Road
West Covina, CA 91790
COMMENTS:
This was a relatively simple project to demonstrate the principles of
"Qualitative Simulation." Only nine objects are used in the simulation of the
oil lubrication system, with five attribute values linking the objects. The
entire system was completed in a total of ten man days. The authors make
recommendations for future expansion of the system.
AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE BASE:

Aircraft engine oil lubrication system

SOFfWARE:

Interlisp D

HARDWARE:

Xerox 1108 AI Workstation.

SIMULATION:

Oil flow in aircraft engine.
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Low Cost Personal Computer Rifle Marksmanship Expert

TITLE:

Trainer (MET)
AUTHORS:

Marshall, Albert H., McCormack, Robert T., Purvis, Edward J.,
and Wolff, Ronald S.

PUBLICATION: Proceedings

of the

Ninth

Interservice/Industry

Training

Eguipment Conference in Washington. D.C .• November 30 December 2. 1987. by the American Defense Preparedness
Association. Washington, D.C.: American Defense
Preparedness Association, 1988, 226-32
Prototype

CLASS:

System

ABSTRACT:
The Naval Training Systems Center has developed a low-cost
marksmanship expert trainer, MET, that allows low-cost marksmanship
training without an instructor, real weapon, or rifle range. The system is
safe and does not use costly ammunition. As part of this program, a special
long range light pen was developed. The U.S. Navy is currently
contemplating the use of this system to teach marksmanship in the Navy's
Recruit Training

Centers. Teaching marksmanship has required live rounds,

special ranges, and a large number of instructors. At present, Navy
investment in real estate in close proximity to recruit training centers to
construct rifle ranges would be difficult. Also, a large number of
experienced instructors would be needed, and the high cost of live rounds
will add greatly to the Navy's training budget. This paper describes the MET
system and the technology applied to this new rifle marksmanship training
device. An expert system has been developed to alleviate both the cost and
shortage of instructors. The expert trainer is controlled by a personal
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computer, the Zenith 248. The MET collects real-time shooter performance
data or facts, and then executes rules that analyze the trainee performance.
Trainee feedback is provided on the computer monitor and by a computergenerated voice. The fee dback describes the source of shooting errors,
including improper sight picture , poor shooting position, incorrect trigger
squeeze, and incorrect breath control. Through detailed guidance, the novice
is able to transition to marksman.
NUMBER OF REFERENCES:

0

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATION:

Naval Training Systems Center, Code 731,
Orlando, FL 32813-7100

COMMENTS:
This project is unique in its use of instrumentation on a student and
electronic sensors to teach a psycho-motor skill. The expert system
component of the system is not complex: a flow chart is given in the paper
and it is contained on one page . The development is very creative and the
benefits derived would appear to be significant relative to the costs involved.
One instructor will be required for as many as eight students, thus the
investment will be recovered in a short time period.
AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE BASE:

M-14 Rifle firing techniques.

TUTOR MODEL:

The trainee's target tracking, shot location,
breathing, and trigger action are monitored.
These are analyzed by the expert system and
feedback on the trainee's performance is given
using

SOFTWARE:

computer-generated

MS DOS Version 3.2

speech.
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HARDWARE:

Zenith 248

(IBM PC/AT compatible)

Breathing and trigger force
Computer

sensors.

Monitors

Long range light pens
Recoil
SIMULATION:

mechanism

The outputs from a long-range light pen,
mounted on a rifle barrel and detected on a
computer monitor, are used to simulate the
action and results of firing of a rifle. Recoil and
shot sounds are also simulated.
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TITLE:

An Intelligent Tutoring System for Interpreting Ground
Tracks

AUTHORS:

Swigger, Kathleen,
Jackson,

Bums, Hugh,

Loveland, Harry, and

Terresa

PUBLICATION: Proceedings of the Sixth National Conference on Artificial
Intelligence in Seattle, Washington, July 13-17, 1987 by the
American Institute for Artificial Intelligence. Los
Altos, California: Morgan Kaufman , 1987, 72-76.
Prototype

CLASS:

System

ABSTRACT:
This paper describes an intelligent tutoring system for the space
domain. The system was developed on a Xerox 1108 using LOOPS and provides
an environment for discovering principles of ground tracks as a direct
function of the orbital elements. The system was designed to teach students
how to "deduce" a satellite's orbital elements by looking at a graphic display
of a satellite's ground track. The system also teaches students how to use more
systematic behaviors to explore this domain. Since the system is equipped
with a number of on-line tools that were specially designed to help students
better understand facts, principles and relationships, the student is free to
investigate different options and learn at his own pace.
NUMBER OF REFERENCES:

4

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATION:

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory,
Intelligent

Systems

Branch,

Brooks Air Force Base, Brooks, TX 78235
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COMMENTS:
The system described in this paper has a sophisticated interactive
graphics display that allows the student to vary a satellite's orbital and
injection parameters to observe the effects on the ground track. A second
mode displays an orbit and requires the student to make a hypothesis about
the resultant ground track. The student then is able to compare his
prediction against that of the Expert. At any time he can interrogate the
Expert to receive an explanation of his reasoning. If the student is
unsuccessful in a prediction, he will receive information about why his
answers are incorrect. Other features include a "History tool" which allows
the student to compare up to twenty orbits with their associated ground
tracks and a "Definition/Example tool" which may be used to obtain
information

about

various

parameters.

The system is composed of six major parts which are described in the
paper:
Expert Module
Curriculum

Model

State Model
Diagnostician
Student Model
Coach
The authors state that "one of the primary purposes

. . . . . was to

create a vehicle for testing hypotheses for training effectiveness" (p. 76)
and they describe several areas of research for further investigation.
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AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE BASE:

Orbital

Mechanics

SOFTWARE:

LOOPS (Lisp Object and data Oriented
Programming

HARDWARE:

Xerox 1108

System)
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TITLE:

The Automated Maneuvering Board Training System: An
In-Progress

AUTHORS:

Implementation

Evaluation

Van Matre, Nick, and Robinson, Carol R.

PUBLICATION: Journal of Computer-Based Instruction, 13 (Spring 1986):
35-38.
CLASS:

Deployed System (40 Units)

ABSTRACT:
The Automated Maneuvering Board Training System (AMBTS) is an
expert-based

microcomputer simulation program used to provide training m

the solution of relative motion navigational problems. The Navy is
conducting an evaluation of AMBTS as a means of improving the training of
Operational Specialists (OS) who are responsible for providing navigational
information. An initial implementation of AMBTS as a remedial instructional
approach resulted in dramatic reduction in course attrition in comparison to
conventional

remediation.

In a larger scale implementation, students and

instructors like and use the system, and instructors report generally reduced
setback rates and attrition. In a second study presently underway,
instruction m relative motion is augmented with AMBTS under various
conditions. Performance in each condition will be compared to conventional
training

approaches

and

correlated

with

on-the-job

performance

measures.

These conditions include: OS students trained with the AMBTS using either
the microcomputer in a laboratory; microcomputer in laboratory and a
large-screen

projection

during

lectures;

or large-screen

projection

during lectures. Since school data collection is still underway, only
preliminary

results

are

available.

only
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NUMBER OF REFERENCES:

4

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATION:

Navy Personnel Research and Development
Center, San Diego, CA 92152

COMMENTS:
The AMBTS system described is "an expert-based simulation program
designed to operate on a microcomputer that provides students with dynamic
scenarios of two-ship interactions and opportunities to solve a set of
problems involving relative motion" (p. 36). Using manual maneuvering
board plotting methods, students fail to gain an understanding of the
relationship among the events in real world ship maneuvering. Many
students misinterpret relative motion plots as geographic plots. The AMBTS
provides a simultaneous display of geographic and relative motion in ship
maneuvering scenarios, together with ships data and a menu that students
may use to select simulation system input actions.
There are two modes of operation: demonstration and problem solving.
In the problem solving mode, students are prompted to supply input data.
Incorrect input will be labeled, and the correct answer is provided. The
student may choose to see the problem solution, select another problem of
the same type, or a different type of problem.
An assessment of the system was being undertaken at the time this
paper was prepared: The preliminary results are very favorable.
AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE BASE:

Ship

movement

parameters.

HARDWARE:

Zenith Model 121 microcomputer
Sony large-screen projector (12 systems).

SIMULATION:

Ship motion.
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TITLE:

A Demonstration of an Expert System for Training Device
Design

AUTHOR:

Singer, Michael J., and Perez, Ray S.

PUBLICATION: Journal of Computer-Based Instruction. 13 (Spring 1986):
58-86.
CLASS:

Research

and

Development

ABSTRACT:
This paper presents a description of the conceptual development of a
decision support system for aiding in the design of training devices. This
work represents an exploratory effort to demonstrate the feasibility of
applying expert system technology in the ill-defined area of training system
design . The problems addressed by this effort have been persistent problems
for the military. The decisions concern the kind of training device required
to train specific tasks, and how that training device is most effectively used
in training. The expert system was developed using a first generation
commercial
Architecture

authoring

system

and Engineering)

(Knowledge

Engineering

that supports

System.

a production rule

Software
approach.

The rules for the system have been drawn from research literature,
engineering

guidebooks

on training device design,

and

Army training

device guideline documents. The system addressed the restricted problem
space of the design of a training device for training a single task. This
development effort has provided several important lessons that can provide
guidelines for developing expert systems in other ill-defined areas.
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NUMBEROFREFERENCES:

10

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATION:

U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral
and Social Sciences,
Alexandria, Va.

COMMENTS:
The demonstration of an application of an authoring system is the
main interest of this paper. "A primary lesson learned is that the use of
authoring languages drastically decreases the initial need for AI
programmers. The ease of use and natural language-like structure of
authoring tools (like KES, Software A&E) allow organizations without highly
specialized programmers to develop a Decision Support System" (p. 60).
The authors view this project as the first step in developing a
prototype system for training system design decision support and propose
further development of a system that would incorporate "all available
relevant theoretical

and empirical literature on training devices and

training programs"

(p.

60).

AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE BASE:

Characteristics and features of training
devices.

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
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Griffin, Arthur F.
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CLASS:

Research

and

Development

ABSTRACT:
We are developing an expert system to assess and diagnose student
decision-making

performance in trainers. Whereas

assessment of many

operator performance tasks is straightforward, e.g., tracking with a CRT
cursor, assessing decision-making does not yield to traditional automated
approaches. This paper discusses the real world problems that were
encountered in building a knowledge base, the acquisition methodologies
that were developed to overcome these problems, as well as the unsuccessful
approaches that were abandoned.

Anti-submarine warfare (ASW) was

selected as the initial domain. In the approach that evolved, one team
member acted as a mediator between the ASW experts and the knowledge
engineer designing the system. The mediator used several approaches to
bridge the conceptual gap separating other team members. Based
experiences,

several

automated approaches,
approach

is

the

knowledge

acquisition

methodologies,

on these

including

are critiqued. The most promising near-term

articulate

apprenticeship.
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NUMBEROFREFERENCES:

8

AUTHOR'S ORGANIZATION:

Hughes

Aircraft Company,

Long Beach, CA 90810-0399
COMMENTS:
This paper presents a case history of the knowledge acquisition
process used in the development of an instructor's assistant. There were five
people on the knowledge acquisition team: two subject matter experts, a
knowledge engineer, a LISP programmer, and a mediator. The mediator was a
software engineer with expert system experience. The paper describes the
interaction between the team members during the process of developing the
knowledge base. This paper provides an insight into and a critique of
knowledge acquisition methodologies that may prove useful for the
development of other expert systems.
AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE BASE:

Antisubmarine
Instructional

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
SOFIWARE:

LISP

Warfare;
Support
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PUBLICATION: Proceedings
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of the
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CLASS:

Research

and

Development

ABSTRACT:
This paper presents a sophisticated approach to performance
monitoring

and

Instructor/Operator (IOS) software utilizing an intelligent

system for controlling the training scenario. This approach, based on
existing software, provides the capability for a high level of student
performance

monitoring

utilized

successfully

in

complex

maintenance

trainers. This paper also discusses issues relating to performance monitoring
and organization of lesson plans to satisfy training requirements per student
as identified by the the system software. The system will control normal
instructor functions including visual and aural cues where necessary to aid
in the clarification or augmentation of information presented to the trainee.
NUMBER OF REFERENCES:

0

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATION:

Software Systems, Burtek,
Tulsa OK 74101

COMMENTS:
This paper describes a system to automate the development of training
program procedures which reduce the workload of simulator instructor
operators. The functions that are to be included in the system consist of:
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•

Recording

and

monitoring of student performance

•

Assessment

•

Selection of the next appropriate student exercise.

of student performance

A specialized language has been coded in FORTRAN to develop the
procedures data base required. The first part of the system, recording and
monitoring of student performance, has been completed. A description of the
approach to be undertaken for the development of the remaining areas is
included.
AREAS OF INTEREST:
SOFIWARE:

FORTRAN77

HARDWARE:

Simulation

systems
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Research
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ABSTRACT:
This paper describes an expert system based interactive "surrogate
instructor" for use in acquisition of perceptual training motor and cognitive
skills related specifically to rifle marksmanship tasks. The objective of the
surrogate

instructor is to provide computer-based trainee task intervention

just as a human instructor provides when "looking over the shoulder" of the
trainee. The instructional function will be provided by an expert program
that will perform consistent diagnosis and individualized instruction while
emulating either a specific instructor or an ideal human instructor. The
system architecture is based on a real time blackboard model based on the
"cooperating expert paradigm." These are (a) the Task Expert Model which
makes up the standards of performance; (b) the Trainee Model which tracks
performance behavior and represents evolving trainee knowledge and skill;
(c) Instructional Model, which performs rule-based diagnosis of the trainee
with respect to the expert model and generates instructional feedback; (d) a
Curriculum

Library

which contains

the

instructional knowledge

elements.
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NUMBEROFREFERENCES:

10

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATIONS: Perceptronics, Inc., Woodland Hills, California;
Naval T raining Equipment Center, Orlando
Fl o ri d a
COMMENTS:
The "surrogate instructor" nomenclature used in this paper is a
synonym for "Intelligent Tutoring Sys tem ": in the analysis of the problem
reference is made to several Intelligent Tutoring Systems that were used as
the basis for the development of the "surrogate instructor" models. The
authors state that previous systems we re developed exclusively for training
intellectual skills underlying perform ance , and that this research is the
first investigation of applying the technology to a training task with "a
significant perceptual motor skill component " (p. 71).
AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEOOEBASE:

M-16 Rifle Firing Techniques

ARCHITECTURE:

A modi fie d Petri Net model is used to represent the
cont rol structure for the set of procedural skills
un derlying

TUTOR MODEL:

rifle

marksmanship.

This is composed of two components: a planning
and pl an execution sub-model that determines the
sequence , content and method for presentation,
and a diagnostic sub-model which generates the
student models.
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STUDENT MODEL:

The basic technique employed is an overlay on the
Petri Net representation of the expert model. The
model also incorporates a "procedural bugs"
approach in selected skills areas.
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Using an Expert System for Interactive and Remedial

TITLE:

Training
AUTHOR:

Harbour, David J.

PUBLICATION: Proceedings

of the
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Eguipment Conference in Or1 ando, Florida, November 19-21,
19 8 5, by the American Defense Preparedness Association.
Washington, D. C.: American Defense Preparedness
Association, 1986, 58-65.
Deployed System (Operational for over one year at time of

CLASS:

article)
ABSTRACT:
In mid-1984, the first advanced SHORAD (Short-Range Air Defense)
Institutional Trainer became operational. This trainer included for the first
time, some of the most advanced concepts ever offered in a training device.
One of these concepts is an instructor expert system, devised to reduce the
instructor's workload, which is normally high in a trainer of this
complexity. The SHORAD Trainer consists of six two-man crew training
positions controlled from a dual-position instructor station. Target aircraft
are flown against the crews being trained who are in turn evaluated on
their performance. The targets are realistic; they take evasive action based
on actions taken by the crew being trained such as radar lock-on, missile
firing,

and

employment of various electronic counter-measures. The

instructor expert system

automatically

controls each training situation,

adapting in real time the target behavior in response to every student action
at each student station.
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This instructor expert system also includes evaluation and automatic
remedial training, accomplished by a real-time evaluation process that
determines when the crew needs help. Help is provided through voice
synthesized prompts, textual mes sages, or through assignment of remedial
training, such as sl owing targets down when tracking accuracy appears to
be a problem . All of these are accomplished automatically, based on the
crew's performance, requiring no instructor activity. Records of all
activities are retained to analyze what tasks were difficult for a given
student as well as what tasks require additional training for all personnel.
Immediate benefits of this instructor expert system are a consistently
challenging

training

environment

t ailored

to

each

student's

achievement,

and a comprehensive monito ring of the overall training program that frees
the instructor for one-on-one contact when a student needs personalized
help.
NUMBER OFREFERENCES:

0

AUTHOR'S ORGANIZATION:

Hu ghes Aircraft Company,
Ground Systems Group,
Fullerton, CA

COMMENTS:
In spite of the title of this article, an "Expert System" in the context of
Art ifi cial Intelligence is not part of this system. The main capabilities
included in the system are the computer simulation of missing crew
members,

interactive computer generated targets

and computerized record

keeping. The author categorizes the system himself with the statement: "The
utilization of this instructor expert system or ultra-advanced

CAI,

[emphasis
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added] has proven to be extremely effective and has allowed the instructor
staff more time to provide individual attention to selected students" (p. 58).
AREAS OF INTEREST:
HARDWARE:

This is a Conduct of Fire Trainer, or a simulated
operational two position crew station with an
instructor-operator console used to select and conduct
training exercises.

A computer provides instructional

support features and controls target generation and
displays.
SIMULATION: Flight paths of target aircraft.
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AI Applications for Training--Seeking the Pragmatic Middle
Ground
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Daniel, David E.

PUBLICATION: Proceedings

of the
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Training
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19 8 5, by the American Defense Preparedness Association.
Washington, D. C.: American Defense Preparedness
Association, 1986, 51-57.
Tutorial

CLASS:
ABSTRACT:

The projected capabilities of Artificial Intelligence (Al) and Expert
Systems are particularly applicable in the area of human decision making
including rule based reaction and decision support systems. These
capabilities are intuitively attractive for warfare operations support as well
as for training in warfare operations and tactics. The classic definition of AI
is all encompassing, covering a broad spectrum of capabilities from simple
alternative

selections,

based

on

pre-established criteria, through real-time

models of human expert behavior. The simplest capabilities have been
around for some time. Yet, the upper limit, which could include brilliant
adversary models, is considered currently unachievable due to cost, except
perhaps, in well bounded situations. This paper explores the current
capabilities of AI, identifies potential areas of application to military
training and training systems and focuses on those most promising
pragmatic capabilities that are considered achievable, affordable, and
worthy of development for near term implementation. Each area identified
for development includes a fall back position and possesses inherent utility
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thereby making the task worthwhile even if the AI feature, per se, is slow in
coming or is perhaps less fruitful than anticipated. This paper identifies a
limited risk approach to development of AI capabilities for insertion into
military

training

systems.

NUMBEROFREFERENCES:

7

AUTHOR'S ORGANIZATION:

Naval Training Systems Center,
Orlando, Florida 32813

COMMENTS:
This paper is an excellent tutorial on AI concepts, advantages,
limitations, and the areas where AI can be utilized within the defense
structure. However, a limited portion of the paper specifically addresses
training applications. The author identifies six "potential high payoff areas
for AI in training" (p. 54), which are as follows:
Surrogate

Instructor

Opposing

Tactician/Strategist

Supporting

Tactician/Strategist

Freely Operating Deployed Units
Mission Rehearsal Systems
System

Capabilities

Awareness

Indoctrination

Logistics Management Awareness -- Fuel and Stores Depletion
Training
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The Impact of Artificial Intelligence on Maintenance
Training
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Thomas, Charles E. III, Sykes, David J., and Scsigulinsky,
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Washington, D.C.: American Defense Preparedness
Association, 1986, 14-23.
Research

CLASS:

and

Development

ABSTRACT:
The increasing complexity of military systems, reduced quality and
availability of personnel, and reduced resources have made Weapons System
Support and Readiness (WSSR) more and more difficult to maintain. This
paper discusses surrounding issues and proposes a system concept for
developing,

combining,

and

integrating

advanced

training, job

performance

aiding, and Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies in order to reduce the
time and cost of maintenance actions and their instruction. In particular,
expert systems coupled with video disk and other presentation and I/0
technology will allow expert problem solving skills and knowledge to be
made available to relatively inexperienced technicians, embodied in an
integrated

maintenance

Job

Performance

Aiding/On-the-Job

Training

(JP A/OJT) system. A key concept of the system will be an "explanation
facility" through which the underlying reasoning of the system can be
imparted to the technician. The basic objective of the OJT component is to
build the conceptual knowledge of the technician rather than have him/her
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simply execute instructi ons . Since the expert system will handle the dual
role of job performance aid and intelligent tutor, it is anticipated that the
separation

between

maintenan ce

eventually

become

less

act ions

d istinct.

and

maintenance training will

Consequently,

maintenance training

equipment as we know it today can be expected to be gradually superseded by
some form

of "intelligent maintenance assistant."

NUMBER OF REFERENCES:

9

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATIONS:

Honeywell Systems and Research Center,

Minneapolis, MN;
Honeywell Training and Control Sys tems

Operations, West

Covina, CA.;
COMMENTS:
This paper comp rehens ively addresses the Air Force maintenance
program as it exists tod ay and makes recommendations for the use of Expert
Systems technology and Intelligent Tutoring systems in future Air Force
mai ntenance activ ities . T he authors anticipate that expert diagnostic systems
w ill be utilized by the Air Force for troubleshooting and make a strong case
for the simul taneous dev elopment of an imbedded Intelligent Tutoring
c apabil ity : "Ex peri ence has also shown that an explanation/training facility
cannot be retrofitted to a traditional rule-based system--the knowledge
requirements are too different. Thus, the time to think about design
requirements

. is before a strictly performance oriented system is built,

not after" (p. 22). This is mainly due to the fact that a performance oriented
system does not provide articulate explanation capabilities and that the rulebased architecture is not amenable to adding instructional capability.
A system concept for an Intelligent Tutoring System is described
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which uses an expert overlay as the student model. The content described for
the "explainer block" is unique: "emphasis is placed on explaining rather
than interactive tutoring"

(p. 21 ).

AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE BASE:

Maintenance

KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
TIJfOR MODEL
STUDENT MODEL:

Overlay

Training.
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Prototype

CLASS:

System

ABSTRACT:
In an investigation of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques applied
to

automating instruction in an emergent, team environment, a computer

model has been created to replace one of the players in an Anti-Submarine
Warfare (ASW) simulation. The simulation environment is that of a Combat
Information Center but concentrates on the interactions of three team
members: the operations coordinator (ASWOC), the aircraft controller
(ASAC), and the fire control officer (ASWFCO). The model is an expert system
for the ASWFCO that runs in real time along with the simulation. The ease of
adding and modifying rules for the model has shown the power of
prototyping that is possible using an AI expert system approach. Replacing a
human by a model enables training efficiency by reducing the need for
manpower in training simulations. Developing a player model is a necessary
first
an

step

toward

emergent

automating performance measurement and instruction in

environment.
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NUMBER OF REFERENCES:

7

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATIONS:

Logicon Inc., San Diego, California;
Vreuls

Research

Corporation,

Thousand Oaks, California
COMMENTS:
The Game Environment Simulator (GES) was developed as a "low-cost
test bed" to evaluate the possibility of automating the functions of a team
member and reducing training personnel requirements. Code for the GES
was written in PASCAL. The ASWFCO Demonstration Understanding Model
(ADUM), originally written in PROLOG, is a rule-based model designed to
substitute for the capabilities required of a human ASWFCO within the GES.
Input from other team members was through the terminal keyboard, output
was presented on the terminal display.
The results of testing showed that the computer model performed as
well as human ASWFCOs. A modified Turing test was not passed due to the fact
that the model may be "too efficient" and has anomalies compared with
human subjects. The authors state that any deficiencies appear to be
correctable, and that after modification, "ADUM could operate well in the
simulated ASW environment of [the] GES" (p. 44).
AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGEBASE:

Anti-Submarine

Warfare

tactics.

SOFTWARE:

PROLOG (ADUM): successfully translated into
PASCAL. A set of seventy production rules defines
ADUM

inferencing.
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HARDWARE:

WICAT System 150 Computer (Motorola 68000)
1.5 MB RAM, 15 MB Hard Disk.
4 Graphics Terminals (400 x 300 resolution).
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TITLE:
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AUTHOR:

Moreno,

Marguerite

PUBLICATION: Proceedings

of the

Sixth

Interservice/Industry

Training

Equipment Conference in Washington. D.C.. October 22-24.
1984.by the National Security Industrial Association.
Washington, D.C.: National Security Industrial Association,
1985, 29-34.
Tutorial

CLASS:
ABSTRACT:

Artificial
with

which

to

Intelligence

(AI)

researchers

are

developing

techniques

study/simulate intelligent behavior, e.g., understanding

language, problem solving and learning. Application of these techniques to
the

area of computer-based training technology appears promising.
For example, in the tactical training environment instructors are

often overwhelmed by the complexity of configuring realistic threat
scenarios, while simultaneously monitoring and reacting to trainees actions.
Applying AI production system (rule-based) technology to build computer
based intelligent adversaries could considerably improve the tactical
training

situation.

Other potential AI applications in the training area include:
•

developing detailed realistic expert models, i.e., enemy tactics,

•

using the explanatory capabilities of an AI system that embodies
"instructor" knowledge to tutor a trainee.
incorporating AI concepts in computer assisted instruction, and

•

configuring generic training systems using a rule-base expert
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system similar to existing successful systems.
However, because AI is in its developmental stage, its techniques are
still experimental.

As such, the feasibility/applicability of some techniques

have not been clearly determined. This paper examines these technologies
and assesses the realistic potential and limitations of AI in the training
environment.
NUMBER OF REFERENCES:

18

AUTHOR'S ORGANIZATION:

VERAC, Incorporated
9605 Scranton Road
San Diego, California 92121.

COMMENTS:
This paper is an excellent tutorial which evaluates the applicability of
AI technology to the military training system domain. One point emphasized
is the infeasibility of a general knowledge acquisition system for use across
all problem domains. The author indicates that there is the possibility of
developing knowledge acquisition systems for general classes of domains
which can then be used to develop generic training systems. Candidate
applications for such systems, in the author's opinion, would be helicopter
maintenance, sonar or radar systems operation, basic firearms skills and
flight simulation. The author concludes that the decreasing cost of hardware
and the increasing availability of computers supporting AI software will
lead to significant contributions by AI to training systems technology.
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CLASS:

Prototype

System

ABSTRACT:
TRIO is an expert system for training F-14 interceptor radar operators
in the basic tactics of high-speed air intercepts. It introduces artificial
intelligence methods into real-time training. The TRIO task environment
supports simulations of airborne radars, interceptor and target aircraft, and
weapons models. It provides dynamic displays of heading, bearing and
displacement
parameters,
It

vectors,
missile

incorporates

including highly

radar

screens,

envelopes

real-time

and

flight

instruments,

interceptor/target

intercept

aircraft ground

tracks.

speech recognition and synthesis subsystems

advanced

capabilities for recognition of naturally

articulated extended utterances. TRIO supports three instructional modes:
pre-flight demonstrations, in flight monitoring and guidance, and postflight debriefing. The instruction employs an articulate expert to
demonstrate and explain intercept tactics, a set of daemons for real-time
performance

monitoring,

and

a

knowledge-based

performance

analysis

program to detect and diagnose student errors. TRIO is currently
implemented on a personal LISP machine, the BBN Jericho computer.
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NUMBER OF REFERENCES:

0

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATIONS: BBN Labs, Cambridge, MA
NTEC, Orlando, FL
COMMENTS:
The TRIO system described in this paper utilizes advanced AI concepts.
Its use of speech recognition and synthesis and the methods used to critique
the student in the debriefing or evaluation mode are especially sophisticated.
The problem that the system is designed to train is one that requires a
significant amount of practice to master; however, the basic algorithms
which define the problem are not complex. These conditions make the
application ideal for the development of a training device using AI
techniques.
AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE BASE:

Airborne

target

intercept tactics

ARCHITECTURE:

"The expert [system] is designed as the
integration of a production rule system with a
goal-oriented

(means-ends-analysis)

problem

solver" (p. 48).
SOFTWARE:

Interlisp

HARDWARE:

BBN Jericho computer

SIMULATION:

Aircraft radar, flight, and missile dynamics and
control.
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Tutorial

CLASS:
ABSTRACT:

This paper presents a synthesis of technical issues involved in the
application of artificial intelligence to military maintenance systems. It
proposes an approach to research, development, and application in this area
which
and

integrates

organizational

automated
support.

fault

handling technology,

Applicable

human

resources,

artificial intelligence research

issues

are identified within each area of the integrated system.
NUMBEROFREFERENCES:

20

AUTHOR'S ORGANIZATION:

Denver

Research

Institute

COMMENTS:
This paper presents a high-level overview of areas in which Artificial
Intelligence (Al) techniques could be employed in military maintenance
activities. Following a problem statement which details the "severe
problems" existing in present maintenance activities, the author states that
application of AI to maintenance is more appropriate than to other fields,
such as medicine, linguistics or chemistry, because of the commonality
introduced by the fact that Al and maintenance are both machine-based.
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The alternatives of applying AI first to fielded systems or to systems
under development is then discussed, with the author recommending
application first to fielded systems because advantage can be taken of the
accumulated experience, which is a source of knowledge unavailable in
designing support for a new system .
Recommendations are then made for the employment of AI in
Automated Fault Handling, under sub -categories of Fault Detection, Diagnosis,
Fault Recovery, and Fault Prediction. The next major category discussed is
Developing and Using Human Re sources , divided into sub-categories of
Diagnostic Problem Solving and Skill Acquisition. The final major category
where recommendations are made is Organizational Support.
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ABSTRACT:
Computer based instruction for military training in both operations
and maintenance requires extensive use of graphics. The graphics very
frequently

simulate the appearance and operations of equipment panels.

Because of the high frequency of these simulations, Hazeltine Corporation is
developing an efficient method for generating the simulations.
This paper describes OBIE-1, an object-based intelligent editor that
demonstrates the use of artificial intelligence technology in developing
panel simulation authoring techniques for TICCIT.
NUMBER OF REFERENCES:

2

AUTHORS' ORGANIZATIONS: Hazeltine Corporation, Reston, Virginia,
Hazeltine Corporation, Greenlawn, New York
COMMENTS:
The prototype device developed has the acronym "OBIE-1" (Object
Based Intelligent Editor), and it is designed to be used for simulating panels
that students learn to operate or maintain: examples given are cockpit panels
on the S-3A, F-18, T-37 and T-38 aircraft. Using conventional methods,
digitizing graphics and enhancing them with color and labels requires
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about an hour per graphic. However, the work involved in making the
graphic function as the original - blinking, displaying data, changing
readings, etc.- requires many hours of complex authoring. The OBIE tool
reduces the effort required and has links to the TICCIT graphics editor used
to create bit maps and bindings associated with the objects on a display
panel.
AREAS OF INTEREST:
KNOWLEDGE BASE:

Design parameters of graphics for simulated
control

panels.

SOFfWARE:

LISP

HARDWARE:

Symbolics 3600 Lisp Machine

CONCLUSION

This review has shown that there is an intensive effort underway in
the military community to utilize Expert Systems to improve both the
capabilities and efficiency of training. Expert Systems techniques are being
investigated and employed not only to improve the performance of the ·
delivered products but also to assist m the design of the training systems.
There is recognition that use of the techniques can result in improved end
products and materially aid system developers.
This study was not designed as a statistical analysis of the areas of
military applications of Expert Systems; however, it is believed that the
sample size was large enough to infer qualitatively those areas that are of
major interest to researchers and designers. These results are summarized in
Tables 1, 2, and 3 for the twenty-one papers reviewed.
Table 1 presents the results of an analysis of the subjects covered by
the papers. The categories chosen are not mutually exclusive: Knowledge
Acquisition is a process used in the design of an Expert System, and an
Intelligent Tutoring System could be employed for training or training
systems design. The categories were chosen broadly to indicate the areas of
interest discussed in the papers. The organization in the table by rows is
from the general to the specific. This table indicates a high degree of
interest in Intelligent Tutoring Systems and Expert Systems applications in
training

and

simulation.
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Table 2 is a summary of the "class" to which the papers have been
assigned . The row organization of this table corresponds to the timing of
steps in development. These categories are mutually exclusive: while a paper
that covers a Research and Development topic may be partly tutorial in
nature, the decision was made to assign each paper a "highest" class. This
table indicates that most of the activity in the time covered by the papers was
devoted to Research and Development and prototype system construction.
Table 3 is a cross reference by application: each paper has been
categorized by the application in which the subject discussed will be
employed, and the row organization is by number of assigned applications .
The categories used here are mutually exclusive. The areas of significant
application are seen to be maintenance and training system design. It is
interesting to note that the high ranking of training system design may
indicate that system developers recognize the potential benefits to be gained
by the employment of Expert Systems since they are using it, or plan to use
it, in their own activities. This recognition has the possibility of leading to
further applications as system developers become familiar with Expert
Systems systems in their own work.
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TABLE 1
SUBJECT CROSS REFERENCE

SUBJECT

PAPERS
4, 6, 16, 20

4

ES in Training Systems Design

10, 12, 18, 21

4

ES m Training

7, 9, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19

7

ES in Simulation

1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 17, 19

7

4, 5, 6, 8, 13, 16, 18

7

1,4, 10, 11

4

ES

in Maintenance

TOTAL

Intelligent
Knowledge

Tutoring

Systems

Acquisition

TABLE2
CLASS CROSS REFERENCE

CLASS
Tutorial
Research
Prototype

and

Develooment

System

Deployed System

PAPERS

TITTAL

5, 15, 18, 20

4

3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16

7

2, 6, 7, 8, 17, 19, 21

7

1, 9, 14

3
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TABLE3
APPLICATION CROSS REFERENCE

APPLICATION

PAPERS

TOTAL

4, 6, 16, 20

4

10, 12, 18, 21

4

War Game Simulation

1, 2

2

Rifle

7, 12

2

11, 17

2

3

1

Training

5

1

Satellite Orbits

8

1

9

1

Conduct of Fire Training

14

1

Vectoring

19

1

15

1

Maintenance
Training System

Marksmanshin

Antisubmarine
Adversary
Pilot

Shin

Air

Design

Warfare

Simulation

Maneuvering

Intercept

Generic ES
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